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RECENT TAX DEVELOPMENTS IN VIRGINIA
William L. S. Rowe
Hunton & Williams
Riverfront Plaza - East Tower
951 East Byrd Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219

I.

CASES
A.

P.L. 86-272

Commonwealth of Virginia v. National Private Truck Council, 253 Va. 74, 480
S.E.2d 500 (1997). The Virginia Department of Taxation took the position that the protection
from corporate net income taxation provided by Public Law 86-272 was lost if the seller
delivered goods into the taxing state using its own vehicles. The Department's position was
based on reading the United States Supreme Court's decision in Wisconsin Dep't of Revenue v.
William Wrigley, Jr., 505 U.S. 214 (1992) as protecting only solicitation activities, such a narrow
protection obviously not extending to delivery of subsequently made sales. The Supreme Court
of Virginia declared the Department's regulation unconstitutional and invalid. It held that P.L.
86-272 protects not only "solicitation", but also "delivery" whether made in the seller's vehicles,
by common carrier or otherwise.
It is noteworthy that this case was decided in a declaratory judgment action brought by a
trade association. The Attorney General did not challenge the appropriateness of the declaratory
judgment action, and the Court's opinion specifically notes that it does not address the issue of
the trade association's standing. It is unclear whether the use of a declaratory judgment action is
appropriate in Virginia tax matters, and this procedure should be used only with extreme caution.
B.

Washington, D.C. Unincorporated Business Tax

Mathy v. Commonwealth of Virginia, 253 Va. 356, 483 S.E.2d 1802 (1997). This case
continues the long saga of the Commonwealth of Virginia's trying to deny credits to Virginia
residents for income taxes paid to the District of Columbia. In King v. Forst, 239 Va. 557, 391
S.E.2d 60 (1990), the Supreme Court of Virginia held that the District of Columbia's
unincorporated business tax was an income tax for which credit was allowed under Virginia
statutes. Because of the revenue impact of this holding, the General Assembly amended the
credit provisions in an attempt expressly to overrule King v. Forst by denying a credit for any
unincorporated business tax. Notwithstanding this relatively clear legislative intent, the Supreme
Court of Virginia reaffirmed its previous holding that the D.C. tax was an income tax,
notwithstanding its denomination as an "unincorporated business tax." More surprisingly,
however, the Supreme Court of Virginia held that the credit would not be allowed to the taxpayer

because the legislation also denies credit for any tax that would be illegal or unconstitutional
under the laws of the taxing jurisdiction. In the opinion of the Supreme Court of Virginia, the
District of Columbia's tax on unincorporated businesses is not authorized by the Home Rule Act
and is illegal.
The situation produced by this case is rather remarkable. On the one hand, the Virginia
General Assembly continues to require citizens of Northern Virginia, in particular, to pay a
double tax on income earned in the District of Columbia. On the other hand, the Supreme Court
of Virginia has declared that this major revenue resource of the District of Columbia is invalid.
It does not appear that the District's Department of Finance feels any compulsion to follow this
ruling of the Supreme Court of Virginia.
C.

Income Tax Conformity

Commonwealth of Virginia v. Bradfute W. Davenport, Jr., 253 Va. 228, 482 S.E.2d
808 (1997). Taxpayers have an option under federal income tax law of filing separate returns
reporting their children's incomes, or filing a single return including the income of both the
taxpayers and their children. The trial court held that the Department of Taxation erroneously
based the Virginia income tax, at the highest applicable brackets, on the combined income of
parents and children. This equitable ruling was overruled by the Supreme Court of Virginia
which held that, under Virginia's strict conformity with federal income tax law, the intent of the
legislature to require the tax to be computed on the combined income of parents and children was
clear and compelling.
D.

Property Tax

American Woodmark Corporation v. City of Winchester, 250 Va. 451, 464 S.E.2d
451 (1995). American Woodmark, a manufacturer of cabinets, has its corporate headquarters in
Winchester, Virginia, but no manufacturing plant there. The issue in the case was whether
American Woodmark's office furniture, fixtures, equipment, including computers, used at its
headquarters are classified as capital (also known as intangible personal property) or machinery
and tools for Virginia property tax purposes. Property classified as "capital" currently is not
subject to any taxation in Virginia, state or local.
There were three important holdings in this case. First, the Supreme Court of Virginia
rejected the attempt by local government to limit the definition of a "manufacturer" to a business
that carries on actual manufacturing operations within the taxing locality. The Court stated, in
short, that a manufacturer anywhere is a manufacturer everywhere, and that the components of
that business are taxable, or not taxable, under the rules applicable to manufacturers generally,
regardless of where those components, including the manufacturing plant, are located.
Second, the Supreme Court of Virginia specifically held that Virginia Code § 58.1-1101,
which both defines capital and provides that capital currently is not subject to taxation in
Virginia, is not an exemption statute, but a general tax and classification statute. Although

exemption statutes in Virginia must be strictly construed against the taxpayer and in favor of the
taxing authority, the opposite is true for general tax statutes like § 58.1-1101.
Third, for the first time, the Supreme Court of Virginia defined the term "machinery and
tools" for Virginia tax purposes, adopting the two-part test promulgated many years ago by State
Tax Commissioner Morrissett. An item is "machinery and tools" if it is either (i) used directly in
manufacturing operations, or (ii) used in connection with machinery that is actually and directly
used in manufacturing. This should make clear that any item directly used in manufacturing,
exempt from sales and use taxation, as well as others, are classified as machinery and tools. The
use in production requirement should also allow a clearer delineation of the capital classification.
This decision is also important to persons in mining, radio or television broadcasting,
dairy, dry cleaning or laundry businesses because Virginia Code § 58.1-1101(A)(2), which
defines capital, applies to both manufacturers and these businesses.
E.

BPOL Taxes

American Woodmark Corp. v. City of Winchester, 252 Va. 98, 471 S.E.2d 495
(1996). The City of Winchester assessed American Woodmark Corporation with a BPOL tax on
its world-wide gross receipts, reduced only by receipts subjected to a BPOL-type tax elsewhere.
The City's case was premised on a unitary business argument. The Supreme Court of Virginia
held that the City's assessment was illegal because it was not fairly apportioned (external
consistency). The Court did not reach important state law issues about taxability of corporate
headquarters and manufacturers.
F.

Limitations Periods

Software AG of N.A. v. Fairfax County Supervisors, 40 Va. Cir. 381 (Fairfax Co. Cir.
Ct. 1996). In 1991, Va. Code Ann. § 58.1-3984 was amended such that the statute of limitations
for claims for erroneous tax assessments was reduced from five years to three years. On
December 29, 1995, the taxpayer, Software AG of North America, filed a petition for relief from
erroneous tax assessments made in 1991 and 1992. Fairfax County filed a Plea in Bar, arguing
that the new three-year limitations period applied retroactively, and that, therefore, the taxpayer's
claim regarding the 1991 tax assessment was untimely. The Fairfax County Circuit Court
rejected this argument, and held that the amendment did not have retroactive effect. In support of
.its conclusion, the court noted the strong presumption against the retroactive application of
statutes of limitation, the absence of any expression of legislative intent that the statute be
applied retroactively, and the fact that the amendment, if given retroactive effect, would affect
that taxpayer's substantive rights.
Note: the circuit court's holding is consistent with the rule of Barksdale v. H. 0. Engen,
Inc.' 218 Va. 496 (1977) (statute of limitations in effect at time of injury controls in case of
statute creating a new right). This rule has been followed by the Circuit Court of Arlington
County and the Attorney General's office in holding that increase in statute of limitations does

not extend time to file suit for past tax years, even if those years are still open at the time of the
increase.
G.

Gross Receipts Tax

Application of Old Dominion Electric Cooperative, State Corporation Commission of
Virginia No. PST 9700002 (September 19, 1997). Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
("ODEC") was assessed with state gross receipts taxes on the total proceeds of two lease
leaseback transactions which were designed to transfer the tax benefits of its ownership in the
Clover Power Plants. Although the lease part of the transaction was clearly treated as "sale" for
federal tax purposes, the SCC staff took the position that they were taxable for state purposes
because accomplished in the form of a lease. On appeal to the full Commission, ODEC argued
that the transactions were not taxable because they did not give rise to "gross receipts" as defined
in Virginia Code § 58.1-2600. First, ODEC argued that these transactions were essentially a type
of financing, and the SCC has never before taxed financing proceeds. Second, under the
statutory definition of "gross receipts" proceeds from the sale of assets, other than assets held in
inventory for sale, are not subject to taxation. The SCC reversed the assessment and refunded
$13.3 million in gross receipts tax to ODEC. Consistent with the position of the Attorney
General's Office, the SCC's opinion rests on the statutory exclusion for sales of "other assets."
The SCC did not reach the broader and more important question concerning the taxability of
proceeds from a "financing."

II.

LEGISLATION

Although over 2,100 bills were considered by the General Assembly, no major changes in
Virginia tax policy resulted. Over 80 bills dealing with various tax matters were enacted. Some
of the legislation deemed to be of more interest to the business community is summarized below.
In each case, the original legislation should be consulted for a complete understanding. Under
the general rule, most legislation is effective on July 1 of the year of enactment.
HB 1665. Sales Tax: Medical Samples. The use tax applicable to withdrawals from
inventory does not apply to non-prescription drugs and proprietary medicines distributed as free
samples.
HB 1705. Fuels Taxes. The definition of "highway vehicle" is amended so that fuel
used in certain off-the-road vehicles and vehicles exempt from registration is eligible for a fuels
tax refund.
HB 1712. Merchants Capital: Pharmaceutical Wholesalers. Gives localities the
option to classify separately inventory of pharmaceutical wholesalers, thereby permitting such
inventory to be taxed at a lower rate than other merchants capital.

HB 1752. Sales and Use Tax: Broadcasting Equipment. The existing exemption for
broadcasting equipment is expanded to include certain cable television systems and video
programmers.
liB 1948. Sales and Use Tax: Space Flight. Exempts orbital space facilities and
related tangible personal property from sales and use taxation.
HB 2141. Property Tax: Environmental Sites. Permits localities to classify separately
certain environmental restoration sites which are the subject of voluntary remediation programs.
Permits such sites to be exempted or partially exempted from taxation, at local option.
HB 2183. MBF Credit. The major business facility job tax credit is Virginia's primary
"off the shelf' economic development tool allowing a $1,000 credit for each new employee over
100. This bill, effective January 1, 1995, allows new businesses which subcontract their new
employment to receive the benefit of this credit so long as the credit is not claimed by the
subcontractor.
HB 2187. BPOL Tax: Statute of Limitations. Provides a minimum one year period for
filing suit in court, measured from the date of the State Tax Commissioner's final ruling.
Hb 2194. Property Tax: Rental Vehicles. Rental vehicles are generally subject to a
4% daily rental tax in lieu of other property taxes and license requirements in Virginia. The
definition of vehicles to which this treatment applies is expanded to include rental trucks.
HB 2314. Property Tax: Business Property. Separately classifies business tangible
personal property and computer equipment for local valuation purposes. Allows localities the
faster depreciation than other
flexibility to tax this equipment using different procedures e
tangible personal property).
HB 2367. Income Tax Credit. Provides a tax credit equal to 30% of amounts expended
for worker retraining courses at Virginia community colleges and certain other programs.
Hb 2482. Sales and Use Tax: Watercraft. Expands definition of watercraft to include
any vessel propelled by machinery. Watercraft are subject to a 2% sales and use tax in Virginia,
not to exceed a $2,000 maximum.
HB 2668. Unemployment Compensation. Entities that are not subject to
unemployment compensation taxation and that acquire existing businesses in Virginia are given
an election either to (i) retain the existing unemployment tax experience rating of the acquired
business or (ii) obtain a "new employer" rating.
HB 2882. Enterprise Zone. For purposes of the benefits of the Enterprise Zone Act, the
definition of "permanent full-time position" is expanded to include jobs requiring a minimum of
1,680 hours of work a year by an employee who receives standard fringe benefits.

HB 2900. Electronic Tax Payments. The State Tax Commissioner is authorized to
require a business to pay its corporate taxes, withholding taxes and sales and use taxes by electric
transfer of funds if average monthly liability for those taxes exceeds $20,000.
SB 697. Tax Credit: Vehicle Emission Testing. Credits against the income and gross
receipts tax are allowed for 20% of the cost to purchase or lease certain equipment used for
vehicle emission testing.
SB 819. Enterprise Zone. Permits local governments to establish local enterprise zones
within state enterprise zones. Additional tax collections resulting in such zones are deposited in
a development fund to be used for enhanced government services within that zone. This
legislation may provide new businesses locating in Enterprise Zones an important tool for
negotiating benefits with certain local governments.
HJ 385. Tangible Personal Property Tax. In this gubernatorial election year,
elimination of the tax on personal motor vehicles continues to be a hot election topic. This
legislation refers that topic to an existing Study Commission.

III.

RULINGS OF THE STATE TAX COMMISSIONER

The Virginia Department of Taxation publishes annually a large number of regulations,
rulings, and other policy determinations concerning all state taxes and certain local taxes. There
are literally hundreds of rulings published each year involving specific cases and specific
taxpayers. Most of these rulings involve well settled areas of the law and are based on previously
published rulings. The following is a summary of only a limited number of the Department's
1997 rulings.
A.

Retail Sales & Use Tax

Warranty Plans. P.D. 97-319 (July 30. 1997). Motor vehicle dealer sold extended
warranties which were underwritten by a regulated insurance company. Although regulations
exempt warranty plans "issued by an insurance company," dealers service contracts were taxable.
The contracts were entered into between the dealer and customers and a separate contract
between the dealer and an insurance company underwrote part of the risk of the service plans.
Thus, the service contracts were not issued by an insurance company.
Internet Services. P.D. 97-306 (July 18, 1997). Company providing internet access and
related services was not required to charge tax on flat monthly fee charged to Virginia customers.
The company is deemed to be engaged in a service business which is not taxable but, as a service
provider, it is subject to tax on all tangible personal property used or consumed in Virginia in the
rendition of its services.
Manufacturing. P.D. 97-46 (February 7, 1997). Taxpayer produced cleaning agents for
use by manufacturers of electronic components and used returnable containers to ship those

chemicals. It also supplied chemicals and supplies to research laboratories. These chemicals
were bought in bulk, analyzed for purity and then repackaged in smaller quantities for sale. The
Commissioner held that the production of cleaning agents constitutes exempt manufacturing and
that the analyzing, testing and repackaging of bulk chemicals in the smaller quantities was
exempt industrial processing. Returnable containers used to ship product held to be exempt.
Satellite TV. P.D. 97-47 (February 7, 1997). Company providing satellite television
services is engaged in an essentially service business. Accordingly, it is the user and consumer
of all tangible personal property used in rendering its service, and is not required to charge sales
tax on equipment provided to customers - even if the charges for that equipment are separately
stated. Taxes erroneously collected from customers will be refunded to company only if it can
demonstrate that those taxes will be refunded to customers from which they were collected.
Research and Development. P.D. 97-158 (April 7, 1997). Nonprofit Vehicle Research
Center is a testing facility researching automobile crash dynamics. Various equipment permitted
it to stage different types of crashes, analyze the crashes, and calibrate crash forces and their
probable effect on human beings. These activities constituted a systematic study in a scientific
field and therefore qualified as "basic research" which was conducted in a laboratory sense.
Tangible personal property used directly and exclusively at the Vehicle Research Center is
exempt from sales and use tax.
Conference Planning. P.D. 97-84 (February 19, 1997). Company provided a
"destination planning service" which assisted clients in planning corporate events, including
purchasing a wide range of products and services such as hotel accommodation, tours and food
service. Taxpayer was providing essentially a service business and therefore was the user and
consumer of all property purchased in rendering that service. It was not required to charge sales
tax to its clients or to charge tax on the marked up cost of the services it purchased on behalf of
clients.
Automotive Repairs. P.D. 96-389 (December 26, 1996). Under the general rule, the
labor component of repair services is not taxable if the charges for labor and parts are separately
stated on the invoice. In such cases, parts can be purchased under a resale exemption certificate.
When repair shop performs services under a "flat fee" basis, charges for labor and parts are not
separately itemized, with the result that (i) the entire charge to the consumer is taxable and (ii)
parts can nevertheless be purchased as an exempt resale. The resale exemption does not apply,
however, to materials and supplies used by the business performing its services. "Dual use"
items which can be used either in performing repair services or that are transferred to customers
(e.g., lubricants) can be purchased under a prorated exemption. Finally, the sales tax on labor
charges can be avoided if, in lieu of a "flat fee" arrangement, the taxpayer makes a good faith
estimate of the cost of parts and separately states that on invoices. See also P.D. 96-392
(December 30, 1996) (automotive maintenance services).
Free Telephones. (P.D. 96-361 December 9, 1996). This ruling resolves the
Department's long study of how to tax transactions in which consumers are provided telephones
at deeply discounted prices so long as they obtain telephone service at the same time. Held that

the retailer should charge tax on the actual amount paid by the telephone subscriber (the
"discounted price"). By recognizing that the "sales price" is the "sales price", the Department
avoid the extraordinarily difficult task of applying the equivalent of a § 482 allocation to the sales
and use tax. NOTE: If a telephone is given away without at least a nominal charge, the retailer
must pay a use tax on the full cost price of the telephone. Thus, to avoid tax be sure to charge at
least a penny.
Related Parties. P.D. 96-369 (December 11, 1996). Partners operated a series of
nursing homes, each of which was owned by a separate partnership and operated by the corporate
general partner. Equipment was purchased by the nursing homes and then transferred to the
corporate general partner for its use for a monthly fee. Consistent with prior rulings of the
Department, it was held that the transactions between the parties, even though they were related
parties, were taxable. Note, however, that the Commissioner (and the auditor in audit) allowed
the partnership credit for sales taxes paid when the equipment was originally purchased. Ruling
also notes that partnerships can purchase the equipment in the future under a resale exemption
certificate.
Internet Sales. P.D. 97-94 (February 21, 1997). Recently enacted legislation provides
an exemption for purchases, by mail or telephone, by nonresidents when delivered to
nonresidents. Held that this exemption also applies to transactions through the internet which
utilizes telephone connections. The Department's position continues to be that purchases by
Virginia residents for delivery out-of-state and purchases for delivery to Virginia residents are
taxable. New legislation reverses only the Department's previous policy that mail order and
telephone purchases by nonresidents were taxable transactions in Virginia even when delivered
outside Virginia.
Radioactive Prescriptions. P.D. 97-181 (April 18, 1997). Sales of prescription drugs
and medicines to hospitals and nursing homes are taxable unless made pursuant to a written
prescription of a licensed physician. Radioactive isotopes used in diagnostic studies were held to
be exempt because they were controlled drugs and were purchased pursuant to prescription
orders for individual patients. See also, P.D. 97-236 (May 23, 1997) (seller of
radiopharmaceuticals to for-profit hospitals must retain documentation indicating the specific
patient for whom the prescription is issued; non-profit hospitals need provide only a Form ST-13
exemption certificate).
Blood. P.D. 96-168 (July 12, 1996). Charges by the Red Cross for selling blood
basically reimburse the cost of testing and processing. The Department will treat this as a nontaxable service.
Piped In Music. The provision of piped in music only is a non-taxable service; but
charges for music are taxable when equipment or other tangible personal property is provided.
Data Recovery. Charges for the recovery of data on a customer owned disk constitute
taxable "fabrication." This holding follows the Department's long position, for example, that a
tailor's charge for creating a suit out of customer-furnished cloth is taxable fabrication.

B.

Income Tax

Coalfield Employment Tax Credit. P.D. 97-101 (February 18, 1997). This document
provides a comprehensive review of the Coalfield Employment Enhancement Tax Credit enacted
by the 1995 General Assembly for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1996. The
credit is generally based on number of tons of coal mined in Virginia and sold, multiplied by an
employment factor. The amount of the credit also varies according to seam thickness for
underground mines.
Withholding Taxes: Traveling Salesmen. P.D. 96-252 (September 27, 1996). North
Carolina wholesaler with customers in North Carolina and Virginia was required to withhold
taxes from wages paid to traveling salesmen working in both North Carolina and Virginia. The
fact that salesmen performed less than half of their services in Virginia did not eliminate
withholding requirement. Amount of withholding should reflect actual Virginia source income
which, in this case, was based on commissions earned from Virginia customer accounts.
Withholding Taxes: Truck Drivers. P.D. 96-280 (October 10, 1996). Taxpayer
provided trucking services under two sets of circumstances. In one circumstance, it
subcontracted work to individuals who owned their own equipment, chose their own travel
routes, and could do work for others. These truck drivers were independent contractors. In other
circumstances, the company provided both driver and truck and closely supervised the routes
traveled by the vehicles and was financially responsible for the shipments. These drivers were
employees, and taxpayer was required to withhold with respect to their wages.
Withholding Taxes: Severance Payments. P.D. 97-123 (March 10, 1997).
Supplemental compensation, such as severance and incentive payments, paid to employees after
involuntary separation from the employer's service constitute wages paid for services in Virginia.
Accordingly, they are reportable as Virginia source income by the non-resident former employee
and are subject to withholding by the employer.
Individual Income: Credits. P.D. 97-98 (February 24, 1997). Under the general rule,
Virginia does not permit a resident to claim a credit on his Virginia return for taxes paid to
California because California allows Virginia resident to claim the credit on his California nonresident return. In this case, however, the taxpayer was resident of both states: California, based
on his spending nine months of the year there; and Virginia, based on his domicile. In these
circumstances, California did not permit the taxpayer to claim a credit for taxes paid to Virginia,
so Virginia permits the credit to be claimed on his Virginia return.
C.

BPOL Tax
1. Nexus.

Out-of-State Office P.D.
(August 28, 1997). A national leasing company leased
major equipment systems to Virginia consumers through both its Arlington office and its other

offices throughout the United States. The Commissioner ruled that the business is taxable only
in Arlington County, not in every Virginia locality where leased equipment is located. Moreover,
Arlington County can tax only equipment leases attributable to that office, not including
equipment leased by the taxpayer's offices outside Virginia. Finally, the Commissioner holds
that even leases attributable to the Arlington office must be apportioned to reflect contributions
of personnel in both Arlington and the taxpayer's headquarters who contribute to the Virginia
leasing business. Unlike most headquarters operations, personnel at this taxpayer's headquarters
were actively involved in assisting the Arlington office in soliciting Virginia customers, and
helping place the Virginia lease contracts.
Taxpayer also sold used equipment to commercial, industrial and governmental
consumers. This was held to be a wholesale activity not licensable as part of the leasing
business. Because Arlington County taxes wholesale merchants based on gross receipts, not
purchases, an apportioned part of the sales made from warehouses outside Virginia was held to
be taxable based on the relative payrolls of Virginia personnel directly involved in that activity,
and the payroll of persons in the home office also directly involved in that activity.
Contractors. P.D. 97-318 (July 30, 1997). Town within a county has a BPOL tax
ordinance, but county does not. Held that out-of-state contractors doing work within the town
are subject to licensure if their jobs exceed thirty days in length: otherwise, they have no local
office and are not taxable. Contractors with offices in the adjacent county are subject to tax in
the town only if their jobs exceed thirty days and have gross receipts greater than $25,000.
Contractors. P.D. 97-16 (January 22, 1997). An out-of-state contractor is not subject to
licensure in Virginia if it does not maintain a definite place of business in Virginia for at least
thirty days.
Contractors. P.D. 97-21 (January 24, 1997). Whether an out-of-state contractor can be
subject to taxation in Virginia depends upon whether he establishes a definite place of business
here. Contractors who move from job site to job site generally cannot be subject to a BPOL
license tax. Contractors who maintain a presence at a particular job site for at least thirty days
probably have established a definite place of business and can be subjected to tax.
Contractors. P.D. 97-183 (April 16, 1997). This ruling goes into great detail concerning
the interplay for contractors between the BPOL requirement of taxation at the contractor's office
and the statutory provisions permitting localities to impose a contractor's license tax when local
gross receipts exceed $25,000.
Consignment Sales. P.D. 97-305 (July 18, 1998). Pharmaceutical company shipped
goods to a retail pharmacy which sold the goods on consignment. Although the pharmaceutical
manufacturer had an inventory of goods in the locality, it had no office or employees there and
therefore had no place of business in the locality. Accordingly, it is not subject to BPOL taxation
there. If the retail pharmacy is deemed to be the agent of the pharmaceutical manufacturer, then
the office of the pharmacy can be attributed to the pharmaceutical manufacturer.

Out-of-State Office. P.D. 97-77 (February 18, 1997). Corporation was not taxable in
Virginia even though its president resided in Virginia and occasionally worked in a home office
and drove a truck that occasionally had company property in it. The corporation had its principal
office and storage facilities outside Virginia. Because the activities in Virginia were not
performed on a continuous and regular basis, there was no definite place of business here to be
subject to tax.
Home Office P.D. 97-294 (June 27, 1997). Independent contractor providing services to
State Agency is subject to taxation on gross receipts. Situs for taxation is the contractor's home
if the contractor has established no other office.
Mobile Home Dealer. P.D. 97-40 (February 4, 1997). A retail merchant is taxable only
where it has a definite place of business. Thus, a mobile home dealer was not taxable in the
locality simply because it performed delivery and set-up services there. Those services were
ancillary to the sale of the mobile homes which took place in another county where it had its
office.
Satellite Services. P.D. 97-57 (February 11, 1997). Sale of satellite television
programming to consumers is not taxable unless the seller has a definite place of business in the
locality. The presence of equipment leased to customers is not deemed to be a definite place of
business for purposes of the office/nexus rule.
Temporary Location. P.D. 97-75 (February 19, 1997). A weight-loss clinic that
conducts a regular class in the town community center is deemed to have a definite place of
business at the town community center. The class is conducted on a weekly basis, and classes
have been held in the same place for more than a year.
Truck Driver. P.D. 97-125 (March 11, 1997). Truck driver with no other office was
taxable at his residence.
No Office. P.D. 97-133 (March 20, 1997). A company which has no local office is not
taxable locally if it has its office in another state or another jurisdiction (even if that state or
jurisdiction does not impose a BPOL tax).
Traveling Salesman. P.D. 97-138 (March 21, 1997). A retail merchant is normally
taxed where it has its office, and receipts are attributed to the office or place where sales
solicitation occurs. When company employees travel to customer locations to solicit sales, those
transient activities generally do not give rise to a separate office location. Thus, receipts from
those solicitations are attributed back to the office out of which the traveling salesman works.
Same result with respect to the sale of tangible personal property and rental of uniforms when
sales and rental activity of traveling employees are managed from the local office.
Dual Offices. P.D. 97-201 (April 251 1997). Business had administrative office in one
locality and a storage facility in an adjacent locality where it kept its vehicles and inventory.
Held that the administrative office where taxpayer received telephone calls, mail, and met with
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customers constituted an office for BPOL tax purposes and was required to be licensed. Because
taxpayer was a retail merchant, sales were attributed to the administrative office, where sales
solicitation activities occurred, and not to the storage lot where inventory was kept.
Peddlers and Direct Sellers. P.D. 97-18 (January 21, 1997). Ice cream truck should be
licensed as a peddler and a door-to-door cosmetic sales person should be licensed as a direct
seller. Direct sellers are taxed at their place of abode.
Food Wholesaler. P.D. 97-23 (January 27, 1997). Food wholesaler maintained a sales
office in Virginia. Sales personnel traveled throughout the state, and deliveries of food were
made daily to the sales office's parking lot where they were divided into smaller lots and
transferred to other vehicles. Because wholesalers are generally taxable based on purchasers
(except in Arlington County), the issue is whether the parking lot constitutes the equivalent of a
"warehouse" and therefore a definite place of business. Although the Commissioner did not rule
on this specific fact issue, it is probable that the presence of the sales office at the same place as
the parking lot will provide the locality with sufficient nexus to tax. QUERY: What happens if
the wholesaler loads and unloads his trucks at a parking lot that is not next to the sales office?
2. Classification.
Massage Parlors. P.D. 97-347 (August 28, 1997). Beauty salon also provided massages
in a separate room. Commissioner urges locality to distinguish such massage services from
"massage parlors" which operate as a front for prostitution. The prohibitive $1,500 license for
massage parlors should not be charged in situations where massage services are a legitimate part
of a beauty salon business.
Pharmacist. P.D. 97-326 (August 18, 1997). Although a pharmacist is a professional,
when he is engaged in selling prescriptions and other goods and wares, the practice of his
profession is ancillary to the retail merchant business.
Professional Services. P.D. 97-321 (July 31, 1997). This ruling addresses the long and
bitter dispute between government contractors and localities which have attempted to tax them as
professionals whenever one or more employees assigned to the contract are called "engineers."
Although Commissioner tries to avoid making a specific factual determination, he states that the
inquiry should be whether the activities of the "engineers" are substantial in nature and whether
they constitute a separate trade or business. If they constitute a separate trade or business, they
can be separately licensed as professional services. If they are substantial in nature, the activity
can also be taxed under the professional rates. Otherwise, the taxpayer should be classified as
providing "procurement services" which is not taxed at professional rates.
Photographic Processing. P.D. 97-304 (July 18. 1997). Film processing services
offered by a retail merchant constitute a separate business and is separately licensable. Unless
the retail merchant restricts photo processing services to customers who buy retail items, photo
processing is not part of the retail business.

Contractors. P.D. 97-323 (August 18, 1997). Real estate brokers purchased homes and
other buildings which they renovated and sold, often with owner-financing. Commissioner holds
that these activities may rise to the level of a separate trade or business which must be taxed
separately from the real estate brokers license. He further holds that the owner-financing is
ancillary to the business activity which is not taxable as a financial service. Commissioner
concludes that this activity, if a separate trade or business, is probably taxable as that of a
contractor.
Contractors and Loggers. P.D. 97-164 (April 10, 1997). Confirming a previous ruling,
the Commissioner ruled that a mobile home dealer is taxable as a retailer because site grading
and other installation work is ancillary to the sale of the mobile home and does not constitute
either the primary business or a separate business. As a result, the mobile home dealer is taxable
where it has its office, not in each locality where it delivers and installs mobile homes. With
respect to loggers, the Commissioner ruled that loggers who take title to the trees that they
harvest and sell are wholesale merchants, while those that cut trees owned by others are taxable
as service providers. In each case, the logger is taxable where it has its definite place of business.
Contractors. P.D. 97-172 (April 15, 1997). Person who power washes decks and
applies sealer should be classified as a contractor. Activity is analogous to a painter.
Professional Corporations. P.D. 97-174 (April 16, 1997). The license of the
professional corporation, partnership or LLC should report the entire gross receipts of the
business. Separate licenses are not required for the employees of the business. Note that effect
of ruling is to apply only one $100,000 threshold to the entire business, not a separate $100,000
threshold to each professional.
Long-Distance Phone Services. P.D. 97-189 (April 18, 1997). Person selling longdistance telephone service by telephone and by going door-to-door is properly classified as a
service business or itinerant merchant. He is not a "direct seller" because he is not selling
"consumer products," which are defined as a form of tangible personal property.
Merchant. P.D. 97-56 (February 11, 1997). Merchant making sales both at wholesale
and retail must have a separate license for each and adequate records to distinguish between types
of sales.
Medical Services. P.D. 97-87 (February 20, 1997). Hospitals and the professionals who
serve on staff at hospitals are generally engaged in separate licensable privileges. Thus, there is
usually one license payable by the hospital and another license payable by physicians who have
privileges there. In contrast, a medical clinic or doctor's office is typically required to have only
one license which covers both the clinic and the doctors who work in the clinic (as employees).
Installations. P.D. 97-26 (January 28, 1997). A company that sold television satellites
and television programming through those satellites was deemed to be a retail merchant even
though it also installed the satellite equipment. The installations were held to be ancillary to the
retail sales. As a merchant, the company was subject to taxation in the locality only if it had a
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definite place of business there. Location of customer residences, where installations occurred,
do not constitute a definite place of business.
3. Exclusions.
Banks and Insurance Companies. P.D. 97-310 (July 28, 1997). Banks and insurance
companies are specifically exempted from the BPOL tax (except banks must pay a retail
merchants tax on sales of tangible personal property). When a bank or an insurance company
enters into a securities business, the activities of that business are not separately licensable.
Thus, the securities business of a bank or an insurance company is not taxable unless it is
conducted in a separate corporate entity.
Household Goods Carrier. P.D. 97-324 (August 14, 1997). As result of a legislative
change, household goods carriers are exempt from BPOL taxation on all receipts for license years
after 1997. Part of that time, household goods carriers operating on irregular routes were subject
to BPOL taxation.
Interstate Truckers. P.D. 97-50 (February 10, 1997). Ruling recites the history of
Attorney General's opinions and administrative interpretations concerning BPOL taxation of
interstate and intrastate trucking companies. Commissioner holds that deregulation of industry
permits contract carriers, whether interstate or intrastate, to be BPOL taxable.
Interstate Truckers. P.D. 97-50 (February 10, 1997). Ruling recites the history of
Attorney General's opinions and administrative interpretations concerning BPOL taxation of
interstate and intrastate trucking companies. Commissioner holds that deregulation of industry
permits contract carriers, whether interstate or intrastate, to be BPOL taxable.
Newspapers. P.D. 97-217 (May 5, 1997). Newspapers are not subject to BPOL taxation
provided that the paper is published at average intervals not exceeding three months.
Hobby and Manufacturing. P.D. 97-165 (April 11, 1997). (1) The Commissioner
holds that a person who paints pictures as a hobby, and occasionally sells some paintings, is
nevertheless engaged in a hobby and not earning a livelihood. Therefore, there is no taxable
business. (2) A business that produces liquid oxygen is engaged in manufacturing which
produces a substantially different product than the original gaseous form of oxygen. Therefore,
the business is "exempt" from taxation.
Manufacturing/Concrete Trucks. P.D. 97-146 (March 27, 1997). Based on conflicting
Attorney General opinions, it appears that mixing ingredients to create dry concrete mix sold in.
bags is not manufacturing; but mixing the same ingredients with water in a truck is
manufacturing. Since the ingredients are placed in a truck at the corporate site, that site is the
place of manufacture and the mixing activities that occur in the truck are ancillary to that
manufacturing. Thus, sales are made at the corporate site and are not subject to tax if they are
made at wholesale to commercial, industrial consumers. Sales directly to homeowners are
typically retail sales and are subject to tax.

Manufacturers. P.D. 97-183 (April 16, 1997). This ruling acknowledges the new rule
that "there should no situations where a manufacturer, without a 'store' or other outlet, selling at
wholesale is subject to the BPOL tax. A warehouse utilized by the factory is deemed to be
ancillary to factory sales, not a separate place of business." Unless a manufacturer maintains a
warehouse, as a separate line of business, and that warehouse is in the taxing locality, the locality
may not tax its sales from that warehouse.
A manufacturer which sold parts it did not manufacture and rented railroad equipment
that it did manufacture, was taxable with respect to the sale of those parts and the rental of that
equipment, including services relating to the furnishing of railroad bed and track. These
activities were held to be a separate line of business from its manufacturing.
Charity. P.D. 97-157 (April 2, 1997). Charities are generally taxable only on their
unrelated business taxable income. Determination of whether dues, contributions and souvenir
sales constitute UBTI must be made in accordance with rules of the Internal Revenue Code.
Local assessor has authority to audit whether taxpayer's federal returns accurately reflect UBTI.
Charities. P.D. 97-184 (April 17, 1997). When charity has a ruling from the IRS stating
that its sales do not constitute unrelated business taxable income, the local commissioner can
reconsider that holding, but should presume that holding is correct.
Charities/Hospitals. P.D. 97-192 (April 21, 1997). Activities of hospital generally not
subject to tax if it is a tax-exempt entity. Receipts attributable, however, to affiliate services, real
estate leasing, hearing aid sales, medical supply sales, and gift shops are probably taxable unless
related to its exempt purpose (and therefore UBTI).
Non-Profit Medical Clinic. Formerly taxable medical practice was reorganized as a
non-stock medical practice and received an exemption from federal income taxation under
§ 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Accordingly, it is not subject to local BPOL taxation,
except with respect to its unrelated business taxable income.
Real Estate/Mobile Homes. P.D. 97-118 (March 7, 1997). Only a limited number of
Virginia localities can legally impose a BPOL tax on rental receipts. Receipts from renting a
mobile home invariably give the mobile home user rights in the underlying land. Therefore,
these receipts are from the rental of real estate and subject to tax in only a few Virginia localities.
Warehouse and Marinas. P.D. 97-145 (March 21. 1997). Only a limited number of
Virginia localities are authorized to impose BPOL tax on rental receipts. The activity of renting
"mini-warehouses" and the storage of watercraft in a "dry dock" area both constitute the rental of
real estate which cannot be taxed in most localities. Similarly, the renter, as owner, of "slips" at
boat marinas is the renter of real estate.

Charter Bus Companies. A charter bus company that does not operate over regular
routes is subject to BPOL taxation even though it is otherwise certificated as a public service
corporation in Virginia.
Public Service Corporations. P.D. 97-142 (March 24, 1997). Motor vehicle carriers are
not subject to BPOL taxation if they are public service corporations. This exclusion applies to
common carriers and restricted common carriers. It does not apply to carriers of passengers over
irregular routes or carriers of property.
Farmers. P.D. 97-33 (January 27, 1997). Persons selling catfish and edible flowers
directly to the public is not subject to BPOL taxation.
4. Attribution of Receipts.
Real Estate. P.D. 97-176 (April 16, 1997). For the few Virginia localities authorized to
tax the rental of real estate, receipts are attributed to the location of the real estate, not the
location of the rental office. The locality of the rental office, however, may tax real estate
management fees.
Propane Gas Retailer. P.D. 97-118 (March 7, 1997). Retailer of propane gas which has
its sales facilities and office in one locality and delivers propane into surrounding localities is
taxable, as a retailer, in the locality where it has its office.
Delivery Service. P.D. 97-124 (March 10, 1997). A package delivery service is taxable
locally only if it has a drop-off and pick-up office in the locality. Otherwise, it is taxable in the
locality where its local delivery and pickup activities are directed and controlled.
Cement. P.D. 97-312 (July 29, 1997). Mixing sand, rock and cement to make dry
concrete and selling it in bags is not manufacturing. Because company's sales are at wholesale,
they are taxable based on purchases which are attributable under the "warehouse rule" to the
place where delivered to customers. The fact that company had its corporate offices and sales
solicitation activities in Maryland did not prevent Virginia locality from taxing all sales made "at
the warehouse."
Telemarketing. P.D. 97-317 (July 30, 1997). Telemarketing company had an office in
Virginia but stored all of its product in warehouses outside Virginia. Television advertisements
for products were created in Virginia and various bookkeeping and banking records were kept in
Virginia. A media company outside Virginia, however, handled all media purchases and took
telephone calls from customers. Products were shipped to customers from warehouses outside
Virginia. Held that the Virginia office was not subject to taxation with respect to any of the
receipts from the sales. A retail merchant is taxable based on "sales solicitation." The creation
of advertising and handling of financial records is not "sales solicitation." All sales solicitation
activity was handled by out-of-state media company and, therefore, was not taxable in Virginia.
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Services. P.D. 97-251 (June 3, 1997). Company providing services that are rendered in,
or relate to, activities in other jurisdictions is taxed at location of its office. Thus, receipts
attributable to the business of finding temporary housing for employees was taxable in locality
even though housing was located outside of locality; business of providing temporary employees
who worked outside the locality was taxable where the business had its office; data services
performed within locality are taxable at the office within that locality; and courier services
managed and controlled from within .locality are taxable in the locality even though courier
activities occur outside the locality.
Wholesale Merchant. P.D. 97-249 (June 2, 1997). A merchant's warehouse is subject
to licensure where the warehouse is located. If sales are made at wholesale, gross receipts are
attributed to the warehouse because that is where goods are delivered to customers. If sales are
made at retail, gross receipts are attributed to the place where sales are solicited (i.e., a store
which may not be located at the warehouse). These rules assume that the locality taxes
wholesale merchants based on gross receipts, which is the statutory rule for most Virginia
localities.
Merchant. P.D. 97-309 (July 25, 1997). Company had its headquarters in one locality
and also an established sales office with one employee in another locality. Employee was
making sales at both wholesale and retail. Under the "warehouse rule", none of the wholesale
receipts or purchases was taxable in the sales office locality because the warehouse was not there.
That locality, however, could tax all receipts attributable to the employee's solicitation activities
with respect to retail sales.
5. Apportionment.
Payroll Factors. PD 97-308 (
,1997). Government service contractor had its
corporate headquarters in one locality and another place of business in a nearby town. Localities
were unable to agree on an apportionment formula. Held that only the payroll attributable to
"productive workers" should be included in the payroll apportionment. The term "productive
workers" is apparently limited to those who "directly participate in the taxpayer's licensed
activity." Although the ruling is unclear, it appears that the Department is attempting to
eliminate from the payroll factors compensation paid to administrative staff as contrasted to staff
actually performing services for customers. Note importance of this ruling to maintaining the
nontaxable status of corporate headquarters and administrative facilities.
Multiple Locations. P.D. 97-284 (June 25, 1997). Laboratory provided testing services
for medical specimens, including collecting specimens from patients and providing the testing
services elsewhere. It was held that the receipts would have to be apportioned between the two
localities where the services were performed, the locality where the samples were taken and the
locality where the laboratory was located. Apportionment is based on payroll including only the
employees actually collecting specimens. (E.g., not receptionists and other employees not
actually providing services).
6. Tax Base.

Sales Agent. P.D. 97-330 (August 18, 1997). Company provided the service of finding
"back hauls" for trucking companies and was paid a fee equal to a percentage of the total freight
charges. Since the taxpayer neither billed nor collected any of the freight charges, its percentage
commission for arranging backhaul loads constituted its gross receipts.
Independent Contractors. P.D. 97-282 (June 24, 1997). Taxi cab company leasing
cabs to independent contractors was licensable with respect to income from those leases. It was
not subject to tax on revenues earned by those independent contractors.
Taxi Cab Drivers. P.D. 97-344 (August 28, 1997). Independent contractors who have a
close working relationship with taxi cab company are not separately subject to BPOL taxation if
the taxi company from which they lease their cabs is licensed by the locality. Presumably, this
means that the gross receipts of the independent contractors are taxable to the taxi cab company.
Trade-In. P.D. 97-325 (August 15, 1997). The trade-in allowance for the sale of a car is
not included in the calculation of the dealer's gross receipts.
Government Contracts. P.D. 97-231. A government contractor which was reimbursed
for certain expenses relating to employee travel was subject to BPOL taxation on those
reimbursements. Situation was distinguished from that in which taxpayer is reimbursed for
expenses advanced on behalf of client (with taxpayer acting as agent for client).
Merchants. P.D. 97-269 (June 13, 1997). Business sold fish at wholesale, some of the
fish having been caught by the taxpayer and other fish having been purchased from an
independent party. Because locality taxed based on purchases, it could not impose a wholesale
merchants tax on the value of the fisherman's catch (i.e., there were no "purchases"). Cost price
of fish purchased from independent parties, however, was subject to wholesale merchants tax.
Funeral Homes. P.D. 97-41 (February 4, 1997). Funeral home was taxable on charges
for providing flowers and opening and closing graves (a service provided by a vault company).
All of these charges were included in the bill to the customer, and there was no evidence to
indicate that the "advances" were made in a fiduciary capacity. See also P.D. 97-52 (February
10, 1997).
Sanitation Company. P.D. 97-2167 (April 11, 1997). Sanitation company passed on to
customers charges for using the county landfill. Because these costs were derived from the
taxable privilege, they were property included in the tax base. Moreover, the Commissioner held
that the locality could not amend its definition of gross receipts to provide a specific exemption
for these types of costs, though it could classify sanitation companies and tax them at a lower
rate.
Excise Taxes. P.D. 97-179 (April 17. 1997). Sales taxes and any excise taxes on
cigarettes are excluded from the definition of taxable "gross receipts."
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Contractors. P.D. 97-182 (April 17, 1997). Held that a locality may not tax "fee basis"
contractors at $1.50 per $100 of gross fees because that tax rate exceeds the statutory maximums
and because localities are required to tax based on gross receipts, not gross fees. COMMENT:
Whether this ruling is correct will depend on the financial arrangements between the owner and
the contractor. If the contractor is a general contractor, receiving all the gross receipts for the
project and disbursing them to subcontractors, the ruling is undoubtedly correct. If, however, the
owner is solely and directly responsible financially to the subcontractors (or the "fee basis"
contractor is his duly constituted agent, disbursing funds held under a fiduciary capacity) then the
ruling is incorrect. The "fee basis" contractor should be taxed on his gross receipts which, in the
later case, will be his gross fee and will not include sums he holds and disburses in a fiduciary
capacity for his customer.
Franchise Payments. P.D. 97-63 (February 12, 1997). Amounts paid by a local real
estate company to its franchisor are includable within gross receipts even though these franchise
payments may be withheld at the closing of each real estate sale and paid directly to the
franchisor. They are part of the gross receipts of the franchisee and are used to pay its
obligations to the franchisor.
Payroll Taxes. P.D. 97-114 (March 3, 1997). Payroll taxes are not deductible from
gross receipts.
Lottery Sales. P.D. 97-118 (March 7, 1997). Gross proceeds from the sale of lottery
tickets are not includable in the BPOL tax base. However, the compensation paid by the Lottery
Board to the retailer is subject to BPOL taxation.
Beer Wholesalers. P.D. 97-124 (March 10, 1997). If a beer wholesaler has a taxable
situs in the locality, it is essentially allowed a credit against the BPOL tax for an amount equal to
the local beer license authorized under the ABC laws.
Trucking Company. P.D. 97-133 (March 20, 1997). Trucking company which referred
business to other companies for a 10% fee is taxable with respect to the entire gross receipt for
the hauling contract, not just the 10% fee.
Commission Merchant. P.D. 97-200 (April 25. 1997). Convenience store sold gasoline
at retail and received a commission on its sales. Gasoline remained the property of the local oil
company until sold to customers. Retailer delivered gross receipts from sales, less its
commission, to the local oil company. Held that the local oil company was taxable as a
wholesale merchant and the convenience store was taxable as a retailer. Further held that the
convenience store operator was taxable on the gross sales price of the transactions, not just his
commissions. COMMENT: Whether this holding is correct depends upon the contractual
arrangements between the retailer and the local oil company. It would seem that a good case can
be made that, in some circumstances, a retailer in this situation has gross receipts equal only to its
commissions and that the remainder of the sales price is held in a fiduciary capacity for the
person who has entrusted goods to him for sale. A clear statement of the contractual relationship
may help resolve any ambiguities in the proper tax treatment.

Advertising Agencies. P.D. 97-1 January 13, 1997). When an advertising agency
contracts directly with radio, television and other media sources and is legally responsible for the
payment of their bills, gross receipts includes amounts paid by client for advertising. There is no
deduction in such cases because those amounts are not held in a fiduciary capacity.
Real Estate Brokers. P.D. 97-8 (January 16, 1997). Localities have the option to
license either real estate brokers or real estate brokers and their agents. If only brokers are
licensed, the entire amount of receipts of the broker are subject to tax. If real estate agents are
licensed, the locality must deduct from the broker's license base the receipts included in the base
of the real estate agent.
Auctioneers. P.D. 97-10 (January 17, 1997). No deduction is allowed from the taxable
receipts of an auctioneer for commissions attributable to estate, bankruptcy liquidation, and
foreclosure sales.
7. Procedure
Interest. P.D. 97-273 (June 16. 1997). A public utility applied for a refund of BPOL tax
after January 1, 1997. Because the action on that amended return amounted to a new assessment,
locality was required to pay interest on the refund. Refunds are limited by 3 year statute of
limitation.
Interest. P.D. 97-129 (March 19, 1997). Interest must be paid on refunds if the
adjustment giving rise to the refund relates to an assessment made on or after January 1, 1997.
This includes refunds made as a result of an amended return, if the adjustment is made after
January 1, 1997.
Multiple Businesses. P.D. 97-257 (June 11, 1997). In operating a retirement facility, the
taxpayer was engaged in two separate trades or businesses. The first was the business of renting
real estate, with meal and other services being ancillary to that business. The second business
was maintaining an assisted living or nursing facility. This was a separate line of business
because it was required to be separately licensed by medical authorities. Although two licenses
could be required by the separate businesses, most localities in Virginia are not authorized to
impose a BPOL tax on income from renting real estate.
Peddlers. P.D. 97-55 (February 11, 1997). Taxpayer owned three ice cream trucks
which traveled throughout the locality. Because trucks carried their inventory with them and
solicited sales directly from the vehicle, they were licensable as a peddler. Separate licenses
were required for each truck.
New Business. P.D. 97-44 (February 6. 1997). Under the "beginners convention", a new
business is typically taxable on an estimate of its gross receipts for the first year of doing
business and an estimate for the second year as well. In the third year, it pays based on the
second year's gross receipts. The Commissioner ruled, however, that it is "permissible" for the
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locality in this ruling to base its tax on the new taxpayer's previous year's gross receipts because
the taxpayer had previously been in business in another locality and had established a clear
history of gross receipts.
Ending Business. P.D. 97-166 (April 11, 1997). Businesses ceasing operations before
the end of a calendar year are entitled to a prorated refund. The refund must be based on receipts
from the previous (or "taxable") year multiplied by the portion of the current year in which
business is not done. The refund is not based on actual receipts during the year of termination.
D.

Egg Excise Tax

Sales to Commonwealth. P.D. 96-377 (December 18, 1996). Sales of eggs and egg
products to agencies of the Commonwealth of Virginia and its political subdivisions are not
exempt from the egg excise tax.

IV.

OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Recordation Taxes. 1996 Va. AG LEXIS 64 (July 19, 1996). Refinancings of existing
debt with "the same lender" are exempt from Virginia's recordation tax, both state and local.
Attorney General holds that, because a bank and its wholly owned mortgage subsidiary are
separate legal entities, a refinancing with the mortgage subsidiary does not qualify for this
exemption if the debt is held by the parent bank. The opinion further holds, however, that this
problem can be avoided if the subsidiary mortgage company and bank are merged to a single
legal entity.
Sheriff's Sales. 1997 Va. AG LEXIS 9 (Jan. 6, 1997). The sheriff of a Virginia locality,
and his various deputies, is authorized to act both within his own jurisdiction and any adjoining
county or city. This includes seizing money or other property utilizing a distress letter from the
treasurer. So long as the sheriff or his deputy acts pursuant to lawfully issued assessment, he
cannot be required to refund the amounts to the taxpayer if the assessment is thereafter declared
to be erroneous.
Sanitary District. 1997 Va. AG LEXIS 18 (January 16, 1997). Sanitary districts in
Virginia are authorized to levy both taxes and service charges. Service charges may be assessed
at a fixed rate, without regard to the value of the real estate being assessed. Thus, it was
constitutional for a sanitary district to impose a fixed rate service charge on all real estate within
the district and then to impose an additional charge based on the fair market value of
improvements to land.
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